
WHEN IT COMES TO MOVING THE 
EARTH FOR YOU, ODOKO IS YOUR 
PARTNER OF CHOICE

CIVIL CONSTRUCTION 
EXPERTS.

WHAT MAKES US TRULY 
EARTH-MOVING IS NOT WHAT 
WE DO. IT’S HOW WE DO IT. 

ODOKO
CIVIL CONSTRUCTION EXPERTS

ODOKO 

CORPORATE PROFILE



From excavating and removing to shifting and adding, from laying and 
levelling, to settling and securing, from paving to tarring, from demolition 
to construction, we are your best choice in earth moving and civil 
construction solutions. Our expertise ranges from large scale projects to 
working out the smallest, most important details needed.

We have broken down Civil Construction 
into 3 distinct areas

• Bulk Earthworks

• Civil Infrastructure

• Road construction

We have over 150 years of collective experience in 
every aspect of changing the lay of the land to suit 
construction or civil engineering needs.
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ABOUT ODOKOABOUT ODOKO

WITH TURN-KEY EASE. WITH COST 
EFFECTIVENESS. WITH SHEER 
EXCELLENCE. BUT DON’T TAKE OUR 
WORD FOR IT. SEE FOR YOURSELF. 
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Site Clearance, Demolitions
       Mass Earthworks, 
       Layerworks, Landscaping

CONCRETE WORKS

BULK EARTHWORKS

CIVIL INFRASTRUCTURE

Subsoil Drainage, Sleeves, Water 
Stormwater, Sewer
Attenuation Ponds
Gabions, Stone Pitching, Open Channels

ROADWORKS

           Layerworks, Surfacing,
              Kerbing, Road Maintenance 
      and Rehabilitation

Concrete Structures
Concrete 
Retaining Walls
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BULK EARTHWORKS

Moving earth is what we do. It’s the bedrock of our business. Whether 
the job is cut to fill, cut to spoil, taking material away or bringing 
material in, from building platforms to levelling the land, if you want an 
experienced earth moving solution, we’ll give you one. It’s all about cost 
and  efficiency - which is why moving soil is actually a numbers game. 

When it comes to costing your project, we think out the box, and 
endeavor to give you a solution that works for your budget. By doing 
this, we ensure that your project is as cost effective as possible. We are 
here to build a long term relationship with you, and to work together in a 
collaborative way. That’s how we value our clients. That’s how we grow 
relationships.

Services include:
• Site Clearance

• Demolition

• Mass Earthworks

• Retaining Structures
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ATTENTION TO DETAIL,
SHEER SWEAT, SMART THINKING, AND A BUDGET THAT 
WORKS AS HARD AS WE DO IS OUR FORMULA.
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CIVIL INFRASTRUCTURE

We are passionate about Civil Infrastructure.
If you want people to go beyond expectations when it comes to 
delivering an excellent cost-effective solution, we are your people.
We are experts in every aspect of Civil Infrastructure projects from 
underground pipelines to storm water management solutions, from  
open channels through to Attenuation dams, from general services 
to civil infrastructure  problem solving.

The Civil Infrastructure division runs a strict line whilst effectively 
managing resources in order to complete the required scope 
of work. We understand that time is money, and endeavour to 
save you both. Through a series of stringent methodologies and 
partnerships between clients and engineers, we ensure that all 
work is completed in budget, to standard and on time. All work is 
guaranteed, and we use only the highest quality materials available. 
We have superior project management methodologies and coupled 
with a strong project management team, we manage each project 
with the highest professionalism and care.

Services include:
• Reticulation (Water, Sewer, Stormwater)

• Pipelines

• Open Channels

• Attenuation Dams and related works
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ROAD CONSTRUCTION

Our know-how and understanding about Road 
Construction and Road Maintenance runs deep. When 
it comes to road works that are enduring, you’ll want 
experts who understand exactly how important it is to 
get it right on every level - construction, time-frames 
and costs.

Bottom line, building any road is a complex task.
Preparation at every step, at every meter from the length 
and breadth of the road needs to be done properly. It 
needs to be done right the first time to ensure the final 
product is perfect and durable.

If you don’t have the right foundation and follow the right 
formula, chances are it won’t work. The same is true with 
roads. It’s what happens before you surface the road that 
really determines the success or failure of the outcome. 

We take pride in the foundation work, 
making sure that the project is 
always successful.

WHETHER THE REQUIREMENT IS ASPHALT OR BULK 
PAVING, WE WON’T LET YOU DOWN. 

ODOKO TAKES PRIDE IN RISING TO THE 
CHALLENGE EVERY TIME.

SERVICESSERVICES
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EXPERTISE Project Management
Solutions and working out the best and fastest and most cost-efficient 
way to get the job done is what we are all about. Our model isn’t 
employing people and lots of machinery.  We’re smarter than that. 
We are about employing the right kind of people and using the right 
equipment - to do a better job. Working smarter means reducing the 
dependency on plant and labour but still achieving the desired, top 
quality outcome, for our clients. That’s constructive don’t you think? 
That’s how we think. That’s how we work.

People Power
Odoko is a 100 + strong company of permanent professionals. From 
our directors through to our “on the ground” staff, we work together 
as a team of people who know the value of work. We understand the 
business - and we work with one another to do the best job we can. 
We keep it lean and keen. 

Depending on each project, we up-scale our base of expertise to 
purpose suit each project. By keeping our company busy, we employ 
an additional 180 to 260 staff. Some companies refer to these people as 
‘casual labor’. Not us. 

There is nothing casual about the labour we do. We all know and value 
the opportunity for work. Anyone who works with us is respected and 
paid good wage for good hard work. The best sums are done with a 
little sweat.
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THE BEST SUMS ARE DONE WITH A 
LITTLE SWEAT.



EXPERIENCE
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Detailed Solutions

We have worked out the ideal earthworks and civil construction solutions 
for a range of different projects. The scope, scale, budget and time-
parameters for excellence in delivery for each project was vastly different.  
However, earth moving excellence was achieved on each project because 
every project we are awarded is treated with absolute and individual 
attention. The project team treats every project with exactly the same 
passion to achieve the end goal, as if it were the first project we ever did. 
We grasp the opportunity to make a difference. Attention to detail, sheer 
sweat, smart thinking, and a budget that works as hard as we do is our 
formula. 

We believe that if we move the earth for you (even once), we will get 
the opportunity to do it again and again. So far earth moving passion 
has worked for us, as well as our clients, on all our projects.

WE BELIEVE THAT IF WE MOVE THE 
EARTH FOR YOU (EVEN ONCE), 
WE WILL GET THE OPPORTUNITY TO DO IT AGAIN AND AGAIN.



SUSTAINABILITY

Our people come first. We identify talent within our ranks – and develop and 
promote people from within. Training and developing is vital to ensure our 
company has a steady base of staff with diverse skills and talents whom 
respect one-another and value teamwork. Rather than hiring outsiders, we 
believe in training people up – and we actively promote equal opportunity 
to grow within our organisation. By ensuring our staff have access to 
training and development programmes that are relevant to their roles and 
positions within our company, we grow our people – and in turn, we grow 
our business. Nurturing talent creates a workforce with an innate common 
purpose. People who grow with us means we grow together.
 
•  Safety management training – includes incident investigation and  
 handling procedures, legal liability, construction regulations, safety,
 health, environment and quality (SHEQ) compliance, hazard identification  
 and risk assessment (HIRA)
•  Learnerships – are provided through accredited training providers.  
 Many people often are unemployed because they do not have skills, we 
 do not see this is a barrier. Instead, we use our learnership programme  
 to up skill people – and then we employ them. 
•  Internal training – is provided by experienced and qualified mentors.  
 Knowledge sharing through skills transfer is a foundation to our people 
 development philosophy. Coaching and workshops is ongoing in order  
 to maximise our people power.
•  Short learning courses and formal training – keeps the knowledge  
 base of our people current. Keeping up-to-date with know-how
 keeps our people efficient and effective.

Training & Development
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Overview
We advocate a sound balance between using resources,  
environmental care, social responsibility and profitability.

Any job today that doesn’t consider the impact on tomorrow is 
irresponsible. No sound business can afford to meet the needs of 
today at the long-term cost of tomorrow. There is no future in thinking 
that way – which is why we believe sustainability is a journey.
 
Sustainability is about being forward thinking. It’s about planning,  
learning and improving how we do things, and building a business 
for the future.
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CREATING JOBS; BEING ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY AND CARING FOR COMMUNITIES
IS ABOUT ACKNOWLEDGING OUR BROADER
RESPONSIBILITY TO THE WORLD – AND THE FUTURE 
OF ALL PEOPLE.

Construction is inherently a high risk activity.  We take the moral and legal 
obligation to safeguard and protect the lives and health and safety of 
our people deeply to heart. We are completely committed to a safe and 
healthy work environment with an attitude that strives for ‘0/100%’ – which 
means zero fatalities and injuries throughout 100% of our operations. We 
apply responsibility for maintaining stringent Occupational Health and 
Safety (OHS) standards to everyone involved on every one of our projects 
– from employees to sub-contractors and third parties, active involvement 
unwavering attention to safety standards and risk management is a mandate. 
We believe in continually improving safety and risk management systems – 
and our awareness programmes keep our people constantly alert to prevent 
accidents, avoid potential hazards and keep them informed on how to react 
in the event of an unforeseen circumstances. 
 
•  Our medical fitness programme – ensures every employee is routinely  
 tested to ensure they are fit to work in a construction environment – 
  especially in managing high-risk medical conditions such as high blood  
 pressure, diabetes and epilepsy, and occupational diseases.
• HIV / Aids awareness, testing and treatment programmes – ensure  
 that the impact that this illness has on our people and their health and
 any negative impact the disease has on ability to work and live full lives  
 is mitigated. 
•  Wellness days and access to information and activities – are there to  
 develop social understanding create a healthy, happy workforce with 
 a love for life.
•  We apply international best practice standards – as determined by the  
 International Standards Organisation (ISO.)
•  We are fully compliant – with the legislation of the Occupational Health  
 And Safety Act and National Environmental Management Act.

Environmental
Safeguarding the environment and the well-being of communities effected 
by the activities of our company is why we rigorously apply the best practice 
principles of environmental management. Considering the environment is 
always part of our strategic decision making processes that weighs risk 
and opportunity – and we use risk registers and process planning to attain 
the highest levels of accountability and responsibility for protecting the 
environment.  We monitor, report, investigate and remediate any negative 
incidents – so that we are in a constant process of improvement. 

We continually identify and assess environmental hazards and what 
actions can be taken or what systems can be implemented to prevent 
or contain problems. We believe in training programs and increasing 
individual awareness levels of environmental issues, responsibilities and 
accountabilities. 

The conservation of natural resources is key in when considering opportunities 
for business growth. In fact, identifying opportunities within the arena of 
protecting and enhancing the environment is one of our business drivers.

Health & Safety
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We believe that our moral contract to society is on one we cannot default. 
It is our responsibility to create a greater world; a better world. It is not a 
corporate responsibility – it is our obligation as caring human beings. It 
our investment in society as people who genuinely care – which is why 
our investment focuses on providing assistance and upliftment to the 
communities in which we operate.  Where we have an effect on peoples 
lives, we want it to always be a positive one that brings change for 
good. To us, education is the greatest foundation – and it is the key to a 
constructive future. This is why we support Education Africa.

Education Africa reaches the poorest of the poor by assisting dis-
advantaged South Africans in attaining a quality, relevant education 
that will enable them to become productive in the local job market – 
and citizens that contribute to our global competitiveness. It’s about 
economy-focused education that enables opportunities for people to 
fully participate in the global economy. 

Corporate Social Investment
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IS ABOUT ACKNOWLEDGING OUR BROADER 
RESPONSIBILITY TO THE WORLD – AND THE 
FUTURE OF ALL PEOPLE.



BBBEE & Progress
Our commitment to equal opportunity and transformation of the 
economy is unwavering. We have a BBBEE level 2 status under 
the charter – and we strive to not only maintain this empowerment 
achievement but improve it. To us, a diverse workforce that works as a 
team is our most powerful asset. 

Our Employment Equity Plan is about transparent human resources 
policies and practices that are about progress and participation in 
progress – which is why our Employment Equity committee represents 
employees at different levels and constantly monitors progress and the 
effectiveness of our plan.

A plan is only as effective as its implementation – so we make sure that 
our objectives and advancement of the previously disadvantaged is not 
just idealistic goals that we work toward but objectives that we actively 
achieve because we have a plan that works.
 
There is no point in having a great plan or architecture, if you don’t build 
a great building. What really counts is what you build from the plan – 
and that is only as good as what you actually build. We’re about building 
a great company full of great people – and that is true empowerment.

BBBEE
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AND THAT IS ONLY AS GOOD AS WHAT YOU ACTUALLY 
BUILD. WE’RE ABOUT BUILDING A GREAT COMPANY FULL 
OF GREAT PEOPLE – AND THAT IS TRUE EMPOWERMENT.

WHAT REALLY COUNTS IS WHAT YOU 
BUILD FROM THE PLAN –



ODOKO
CIVIL CONSTRUCTION EXPERTS

ADD US TO YOUR DATABASE AND GIVE US THE 
OPPORTUNITY TO TENDER FOR YOUR NEXT PROJECT

tenders@odoko.co.za | info@odoko.co.za
086 026 3656 | www.odoko.co.za

Johannesburg Office

Block A  

Sandhavon Office Park

12 Pongola Crescent (Off Katherine Street)  

Sandton

2146

Cape Town Office Durban Office

Big Bay

Cape Town

7441

Umhlanga

Durban

4300


